Prioritizing Lives in Philanthropy

BUILDING INSTITUTIONS | OVERVIEW

Dasra provides institution building support to organizations across different stages of maturity and sectors to strengthen leadership and accelerate growth.

800+ Organizations supported
180+ Leaders trained annually
9X increase in no. of lives impacted among 10 non-profits evaluated

OUR VALUE
SINCE 1999, DASRA HAS SUPPORTED THE SCALING JOURNEY OF INDIA’S LEADING NON-PROFITS SUCH AS SNEHA, MAGIC BUS, EDUCATE GIRLS, SHELTER ASSOCIATES & QUEST ALLIANCE

Our focus
• Building impactful organizations and visionary leadership
• Accelerating growth of non-profits to expand and deepen impact
• Providing a common platform for sharing of best practices and collaboration
• Deepening impact at an ecosystem level in focused fields

Our approach
Impact at scale requires investments in people, processes and systems. Our transformative capacity building support is provided through:
• One-on-one engagements, customized to help non-profits address key challenges and achieve ambitious plans to deepen impact
• Cohort based programs designed to help non-profit leaders strategically scale and grow their organizations:
  Dasra Social Impact Leadership Program
  Dasra Social Impact Accelerator Program
  Strategic Non-Profit Management - India*

* Delivered in partnership with Harvard Business School and Ashoka University